The Swan Flight through the Seven Heavens of
the Rosicrucian Mysteries: The First Heaven
24-25 July 2021
Zoom talks by Peter Dawkins and Heidemarie Falldorf.
Visits to Bückeburg Castle and Park, and the Mausoleum of Prince Ernst in Stadthagen,
Germany, led by Oliver and Heidemarie Falldorf.
Exploring the first level of the Swan Pyramid built on the foundation of the Exterland Zodiac.
After many years of work in the Exterland Zodiac in Germany, which marks the throat chakra
of the Swan landscape temple of Europe, the foundation was built and the four cornerstones
laid, ready for building etherically a seven-stepped pyramid of light—a pyramid that is also
associated with the landscape stretching from the Swan’s throat chakra (the Exterland Zodiac)
to the Swan’s alta-major chakra focused on Schleswig (Gottorf Castle).
The seven steps of this etheric pyramid signify the Seven Heavens of soul consciousness which
we can reach in this life or after we die. The Greater Mysteries, also known as the Rosicrucian
Mysteries, are connected to this pyramid and with the building of what is known as the lightbody or celestial body, which is our mortal psyche transmuted into an immortal soul. The
Swan represents this celestial form of being, which can and does sing the Word of Truth. The
Dionysian myth recounts this story as an allegory, in which the mortal Bull becomes the
immortal Swan.
In the 12-year ‘Kali-Kalki’ cycle, 2020-2031—a great challenge and initiation for the whole
world—we will play our part by helping to raise the vibration an octave, note by note, while
circling the Exterland landscape zodiac and building the Pyramid. This is the ‘Swan Flight’ and
‘Swan Song’.
2021 marks the first level of the Pyramid and the first full note of the octave that begun in
2020 (E♭). This July 2021 weekend celebrates this first level and links it with the landscape
and the historical Rosicrucian movement that prepared the way for what is happening now.
Exploring the land, its places and history will help us in this. We can discover that in former
times people had known about all this and left traces for us to find and remember. For this,
we will visit Bückeburg and Stadthagen and look for these traces of history, with Peter talking
(via Zoom) about the connections and hidden meanings of these symbols not only for us
individually but also for Europe and the whole world, and with Heidemarie giving us (via
Zoom) some of the history of the people and places involved. As in all mysteries, we ourselves
will be able to experience some of it—and, for those able to do this, actually visit the key sites
led by Heidemarie and Oliver Falldorf.
See over for details →
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Programme
Saturday 24 July 2021
9:00 Zoom Talk by Peter Dawkins: Introduction – The Swan Song and 7-Stepped Pyramid
of Soul Consciousness and Initiation.
10:30 Zoom Talk by Heidemarie Falldorf: The Rosicrucian Treasure Trail – the RC Swan links
between England and Germany.
PM

Visit to Bückeburg Castle & Park, led by Heidemarie and Oliver Falldorf.

17:00 Zoom Talk by Peter Dawkins: The Bückeburg Gateway – Gateway to the Stars
Sunday 25 July 2021
9:00 Zoom Talk by Peter Dawkins: The Stadthagen Mausoleum’s Profound Symbolism and
Teaching.
10:30 Zoom Talk by Heidemarie Falldorf: Historical information about the families and
places and connections.
PM

Visit to the Mausoleum in Stadthagen, led by Heidemarie and Oliver Falldorf.

17:00 Zoom Sharing and Summary led by Heidemarie and Oliver Falldorf.

Information & Booking
Please book with Zoence Academy (Peter & Sarah Dawkins) for the talks. Cost £75.
•
•
•

The talks by Peter Dawkins will be given in English, translated into German by Andrea Leute.
The talks by Heidemarie Falldorf will be in German. A transcript of the talks translated into
English will be made available to participants as required.
The sharing and summary will be in German. A transcript of the summary translated into English
will be made available to participants as required.

Those who, in addition, would like to join Oliver and Heidemarie Falldorf on the site visits,
please arrange and book places with them (subject to COVID-19 rules).
Booking for the event
Peter and Sarah Dawkins
E: sarah@zoence.co.uk
T: +44 1295 678623

Booking for on-site visits
Heidemarie and Oliver Falldorf
E: alteschulesuedhorsten@gmx.de
T: +49 572 4902487

See over for map of the Swan of Europe landscape temple →
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The Swan of Europe
The spine of the “Swan of Europe” landscape temple approximately follows the 9° longitude,
with its heart chakra centred at Constance, its throat chakra marked by the Exterland Zodiac
(centred on the Externsteine), and its crown chakra in the Jotunheimen mountains of Norway.
Its wings stretch east-west from Istanbul to Santiago de Compostela. The spine and wings of
the “Swan” form a cross, which the two main ancient trade and pilgrimage routes across
Europe follow twistingly like “serpents”.
This “Northern Cross” or “Swan”, recognised of old, is of major importance to Europe, as it
expresses the planetary function of Europe, the world’s throat chakra, which is to speak the
creative Word of Truth. The swan is the emblem of the poet—the one who speaks the truth
in a poetic way, such that it brings about illumination.

For further information about the landscape temples and mythology of Europe, visit the Zoence
website, specifically: https://www.zoence.co.uk/info-landscape-temples/continent-of-europe/
https://www.zoence.co.uk/info-landscape-temples/pilgrimage-cross-of-europe/
https://www.zoence.co.uk/info-landscape-temples/geomantic-bull-of-europe/
https://www.zoence.co.uk/info-landscape-temples/geomantic-swan-of-europe/
https://www.zoence.co.uk/info-landscape-temples/grail-land-of-europe/
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